Pot legalization sought by agency

(c) 1972 New York Times

Washington, Feb. 13—An end to criminal penalties for possession of marijuana, to be recommended by the National Commission onMarijuana and Drug Abuse, could reduce heroin addiction, a report to the commission has concluded.

The report by Dr. Erich Goode, associate professor of Sociology at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, found that cutting the link of illegality between the two drugs would take "the young marijuana user out of a criminal drug-using subculture."

That finding was supported by research in other reports used by the 13-member commission as a basis for its unanimous recommendations. The commission's recommendations to Congress and President Nixon are due March 22, but were discussed by the New York Times today.

Among the conclusions of about 50 reports by commission staff members and outside consultants were that marijuana use does not eventually lead to heroin, cause crime or create physical or psychological addiction.

The reports use the findings of new research surveys, as well as almost every major study conducted on use of the drug in the last few years, to cover virtually all aspects of use and effects of use.

Among the findings and conclusions of the most comprehensive reports are the following:

"Five million Americans smoke marijuana at least once a week and 500,000 use it at least every day and those numbers may double by 1976.

"Marijuana use is based on social peer groups. Social behavior patterns, not rebellion or alienation, primarily lead to marijuana use and these patterns cannot be easily altered by laws.

"There is an extremely high correlation between marijuana use and cigarette smoking, political liberalism, weak religious affiliations, and the opposite of masculine gender.

"Nearly 200,000 persons may be involved in selling and distributing marijuana, with an annual profit of more than $500 million.

"About $1 billion is spent annually on marijuana, enough to provide one marijuana cigarette a month for every American 18 or older.

"In the areas where the reports, all conducted in the last year, overlap, the researchers' conclusions were usually in agreement.

The popular conception that marijuana use leads to that of more dangerous drugs, especially heroin, is "totally invalid," Goode found in his study.

Marijuana users come from certain social groups, Goode found. "Many relationships between marijuana use and almost anything else can be accounted for in part by the fact that marijuana users are simply socially different," he wrote.

He found that marijuana's illegal status gave it a stronger statistical link to more dangerous and also illegal drugs. "Were marijuana to become another legal drug... the correlation with illegal drugs would drop to the level of alcohol and prescription drugs," he wrote.

All the studies reportedly agreed there was no physical tolerance to the drug itself. While there have been reports of cases of "psychological dependence" to the drug caused by regular use of marijuana, none of the studies obtained by the Times found this to be a prevalent effect of continued use.

Persons close to the Commission have reported that other studies done for the 13-member commission, including a review of a group of marijuana users over a five-year period and a recent experiment in which users smoked marijuana every day for a month, have also found no psychological addition created by use of the drug.

Can the plan backfire?

Nixon's anti-inflation policy reviewed

(c) 1972 New York Times News Service

Washington, Feb. 13—After six months, President Nixon's stabilization program is a ship plowing through rough seas: it seems to be heading in the right general direction but it is stubbornly resistant to the controls the President has imposed to control wages and prices and thus reduce the high rate of unemployment.

And, despite the massive and unexpected thrust of the Federal Government into the Free Market, there have been few political or ideological attacks on the President's basic economic decisions. Even the voice of organized labor has become relatively muted in recent weeks.

But after half a year, there are still doubts about the ultimate success of the Administration's economic policies in curing the basic ills of the nation's economy—partially in their ability to reduce the high rate of unemployment.

Moreover, recent public opinion polls, including the Gallup Poll, indicate continued confusion about the methods used to control wages and prices and rising minglings about their fairness and firmness.

Rising food prices and public complaints given to larger wage increases granted to a few powerful companies seem to be causing consumers to believe that the controls apparatus is not helping them very much— at least, not directly.

The bewildering complexity of the wage, price, and rent regulations is apparently producing apathy toward the whole system among those Americans who feel shut out of the system.

There are probably many Americans who would agree with the sentiment expressed by Mr. Prascial Santiago, a low-wage domestic worker interviewed in Chicago last week:

"Whatever they are trying to do, they haven't done it yet as far as I can see."

President Nixon acknowledged last week that the fight against inflation is not yet won. But the President and the officials who run his stabilization program say they are confident that the goals--including reducing the annual rate of inflation to 2 to 3 percent by the end of 1973—are now within reach.

There have been many comments suggesting that the President stands to reap significant political rewards in his bid for re-election this year if his stabilization program is on target. However, there have been some questions raised about the political values of phase two.

Arthur Okun, a noted economist and a Democrat, commented last week that "before this, whenever rents went up the tenant blamed his landlord. Now rent are still going up, but the tenants are blaming the president."

The President adopted the direct controls on wages and prices--long demanded by several of his critics--when the Administration's plan of trying to ease inflation and reduce unemployment with the traditional tools of increasing government spending and decreasing the supply of money proved slow and inadequate.

On Aug. 15 he announced a 90-day freeze on all wages, prices, and rents, along with other measures that included putting the dollar loose from gold and imposing a 10 percent import surcharge.

The Phase One freeze set the stage for Phase Two controls, designed to keep wages and prices in check but to allow for equity and fairness. To run the controls the President established a pay board to review wage decisions, a Price Commission to rule on price increases.

From the time the controls program was announced in August through December, the latest month for which figures (continued on page 5)
On April 24-27 the Mock Convention will be held at Stepan Center. Lawrence O’Brien, the Democratic National Chairman, will be the keynote speaker and will deliver a speech to the convention on the 26th.

Eric Andrus, the person who is in charge or organizing the mock convention, stated, February 16th a meeting was held for people who wanted to work for candidates at the convention. Twenty-three people showed up. They were working for the election of Senators Muskie, McGovern, Kennedy, Mayor Lindsay, and Eugene McCarthy.

Andrus commented, "We would like to see more people involved. We would like to see someone come forward to work for the candidacies of Senators Humphrey, Jackson, Hartke, Mayor Yorty, Governor Wallace, and Representative Chisholm. This would give the delegates a wider range of candidates to choose from. If anyone is interested in working for these candidates, the candidates who already have organizations, or any other people who you think should be president contact me at 283-6244."

He added, "From February 21-25th there will be sign-ups for delegates at the Notre Dame and St. Mary’s dining halls. There will also be sign-ups for delegates in the Huddle from 10:30-2:30. The fee for being in is only $1. This will entitle the student to attending the four days of the convention. We need 1,000 delegates to represent the 50 states, District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Students can sign up for the states of their choice on a first-come-first-serve basis."

"One of the problems we face is the lack of a Chairman of the Convention who is familiar with Roberts Rules of Order. The position is open not only to undergraduates but to faculty members and grad students as well."

Bob Ohlemiller said, "This is the only chance an undergraduate will have to participate in something of this sort. It will help whatever candidate is nominated. The Indiana primary is on May 2 so the Convention here will have an impact."

"From one beer lover to another.

THE STROH BREWING COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48236

OFF CAMPUS SENIORS

Approximately 200 nominating forms for the Senior Fellow Program will not be delivered in your mail because the University cannot give us the zip codes for all of the off-campus seniors. If you have not yet received your form, you may nominate someone by calling the Student Union Academic Commission at 283-3788 on Monday or Tuesday afternoon, between the hours of 1 & 5 pm.

What is life without love?
Badin's bad:

Closet space in Badin is excellent because the hall space is excellent. In other words, the closets are in the hall. This situation seems irreversible, since those metal lockers couldn't fit into the rooms without moving all the other furniture out.

Across the Parking Lot

Shifting the scene across the parking lot to Walsh, the setting brightens considerably.

My first stop, the basement, can easily be a dandy place for studying, watching T.V., cooking or partying. The sad thing, though, is that the Walsh basement is already a dandy place for all those things and the guys who made it that way won't be able to enjoy much longer. They have put a lot of hard work and money into those facilities and next year's Walsh residents owe them more than a hearty thank you.

There are three quiet study rooms with good lighting, plenty of desks, and blackboards. The T.V. lounge is newly decorated and pleasant. Two large recreation rooms or where renovated and need only a little added work to be excellent facilities. The food sales room can easily be converted into a kitchen, though a heating problem must be overcome.

The first floor has one major problem, however, privacy. Something will have to be done to cover the glass doors and provide more security. Again, good locks will remedy this. The chapel can be turned into a sitting room for visitor's with no major hassle.

Hate to knock the elevator in Walsh, because at least they have one, but getting into it is like entering the Pentagon. First, a big door, then a big gate. Then a little key. As far as size, the saying goes, two's company, three's a crowd.

Animal Lover's Haven

Animals lovers will find a paradise in Walsh. The fourth floor offers a bat nest, and cockroaches can be found throughout the dorm. All Badin could offer was a few mice.

The closet space in Walsh seems fairly sufficient, but then a Regina resident would find any closet space a blessing.

For sports fans in both Walsh and Badin, a great view of the basketball court is an added attraction. But just remember, if you can see them, they can see you.

Some aspects of the halls can be considered together. (And what's the point, if it's not interesting.) Don't think I'll ever forget standing on the fourth floor Walsh fire escape. It's

(continued on page 13)

Howard welcomes transfers

by Edward Rahill

The residents of Howard Hall, in an attempt to relocate students of Badin and Walsh halls with as little inconvenience as possible, have offered to incorporate "groups" of students from Badin and Walsh in Howard.

Howard Hall's intentions were revealed in a statement released to the public by the Howard Hall Council February 10:

According to Howard Hall President Robert Ryan, the surveillance of women to Notre Dame involves a sacrifice of the entire student body not just those evicted from their halls. Therefore by allowing student groups in which relationships have already developed to transfer to other halls as "groups," the residents of Walsh and Badin can relocate with as little readjustment as possible. Ryan went on to state that due to the lack of information as to the number of vacancies next year it is impossible to state how many students and student groups could be allowed into Howard under the hall's proposed group plan.

Be It Resolved:

We, the residents of Howard Hall, recognizing the value we place on our community spirit and therefore the loss of that spirit by our neighbors in Badin and Walsh halls, would like to invite a number of residents of those halls to join our community. We extend to them the opportunity to relocate themselves in our hall, where they would be able to remain together and maintain some of the close ties which inevitably grow out of living in this type of community. We understand and appreciate the sacrifice they are making and wish to offer a more acceptable alternative than would otherwise be possible. We commend their loyalty to a higher concept of the University of Notre Dame as a realistic co-educational community and would like by this small sacrifice on our parts to help make this concept a reality.

The hall president expressed the hope that other halls would adopt similar plans in accepting Badin and Walsh residents.
West Coast Broadway strips to the skin

by Bill McGlinn

Being a practical individual, the salesman, attired in a blue pin-striped business suit and a slightly guilty conscience, Joe Rosenberg made an appointment with the local insurance company. He explained, "This is the only thing that you can see on television. We have the only game in town." Broadway is the main street in San Francisco's North Beach nightclub district. At least through the three blocks in which the clubs are situated, it is probably a street that is unmatched in America.

"You can go to New York, Chicago, or any other major city and you won't find a street like this," said David Rosenberg, the publicist for the clubs.

"It's still just the clubs," he added. "It's the total package.

You've got some of the best restaurants in the city here, you've got theater and all types of entertainment and it's centered here in a three-block area.

Rosenberg makes another point. It is not just that the clubs are more money in my life.

"Well," said Joe Senior after the third phone call, "I suppose I ought to simply listen to what you have to say. After all, I did give you a free wallet." Rosenberg then made an appointment for Joe to see the insurance salesman that he would never forget.

Joe was once again the season for insurance companies to plague the local representative. He had purchased College Master's Insurance. This for the College Master's Insurance were clearly demonstrated by the representative. Newspaper photos illustrated the newspaper's activities and the impact of the College Master's Insurance. The headline the day before was "Naked." The headline the day before was "Totally Naked." The headline the day before was "Stark Naked." The headline the day before was "The only thing that you can see on television." We have the only game in town.

"When the local owners mention that business is good on Broadway, they point to the new signs going up or to the fact that there are no empty clubs. Before they finish, Carol Doda's name always comes up.

She is now at the clubs all along Broadway. She's seen a lot of things. She's seen a lot of people. She's seen a lot of places. She's seen a lot of things.

We have the only game in town.

In conversations with visitors, the club owners along Broadway are asked how they can get away with the shows that feature completely nude.

"What can they do about it?" one club owner asked. "It's legal. We just did it and they don't bother us and we don't bother them," referring to the city officials.

The city did attempt to force the clubs to drop the words "naked" and "nude" from their signs. But the clubs refused and went to court. The city has since lost.

In the doorways of each club, one and sometimes two men lure customers off the streets. They shout and yell like carnival barkers: "Right here, the biggest show on Broadway. Real live college girls, completely nude."

The city said that the barker's had to go. They did for a while.

The arc back now and their voices in the night keep the street alive. With business booming the way it has been, nothing on Broadway is likely to change.

Tiffany diamonds for small bankrolls.

WANT A JOB?

Need girl to work in Campus Press - as a reporter/photographer. Mon. Wed. Fri 1 to 5 beginning March 8. Job continues next yr. - 5 days Mon-Fri. (Could work part-time) Fresh. or Soph preferred. Good pay - great fringe benefits. Call Kathy - 283-7047 Mon. Wed. Fri 1-5 or come in-

Campus Press
Bsmt. LaFortune
Student Center

Student Union Academic Commission presents

Ralph Nader

Thursday - February 17
9:00 pm - Stepan Center

Ticket sales in dining halls and ticket office Monday - Wednesday

50¢ - Students 75¢ - non-students
Muskie leads in New Hampshire

(c) 1972 New York Times News Service

Manchester, New Hampshire, February 13-Within three weeks remaining until election day, the New Hampshire primary campaign looks more like a problem in arithmetic than a momentous political struggle.

Nearly all the Democratic professionals (except Robert Philbrick, campaign manager for Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles, who still says his man may yet finish first) believe Sen. Edmund Muskie of Maine will get the most votes on Tuesday night.

But, they ask, how many. With Muskie, Yorty, Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota and Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana all on the ballot, and a sophisticated wriat at the Democratic National Committee, Wilbur D. Mills of Arkansas, won't Muskie's total be too small? And what is too small?

There is no dearth of self-serving calculations.

Nixon plan analyzed

(continued from page 1)

are available, the Consumer Price Index, or CPI, "bulges" that describes the cost of living, rose by an annual rate of 2.4 percent, according to the Department of Labor.

By contrast, the annual rate of growth in the Consumer Index was 4.1 percent in the six months between March and August 1971. The rise in living costs resumed in December after the freeze ended, but this "bulge" had been anticipated by the Administration and is expected to continue not more than another couple of months.

As Herbert Stein, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, reiterated in a speech to the National Press Club last week, "The price wage control system has an effort to control inflation in a way that will reduce, not increase, unemployment." Stein asserted that the Administration had adopted a rigorous, effective policy to do just that.

However, there has been virtually no change as yet in the high rate of unemployment. In January, there were 5.1 million Americans out of work, or 5.9 percent of the civilian labor force. In January 1971 the rate was 6.0 per cent. At the same time, the number of employed Americans has risen steadily and stood at 106 million last month and designated the Cost of Living Council to supervise and establish the coverage of the entire program. The Internal Revenue Service, a bureaucracy that has long established its credibility throughout the country, was picked to monitor and enforce the program in the field.

Joseph Gramndaismo, McGovern's manager, argues that Muskie's campaign will be "dead all over the country" if he doesn't get at least 32 percent of the vote.

A Mills backer asserts that a 15 per cent showing by his man would constitute a "Great moral victory for us." Malcolm Kilduff, a Hartke aide, predicts that Hartke will pull 20 percent of the total thereby holding Muskie under 50 percent, "Which would obviously make Vance the winner." Maria Carriier, Muskie's local coordinator, talks nervously about how hard it will be for the Maine senator to reach 50 per cent, and Muskie himself speaks optimistically about "people who pull numbers from the air."

It is an old game, but it is being played here with unusual intensity, and it puts the news media in the position of arbiters. It is they who are asked to decide in advance what percentage would constitute a "real win" for Muskie.

"You have to build in a surprise for your candidate," said an old practitioner of this kind of gameplan. "If you think you'll get 25 per cent, you claim it, then hope you'll be able to produce a stunning surprise later." Robert E. Kuhne, the minority leader in the New Hampshire House of Representatives, said last night that "everyone worries about what the headlines will say March 8.

Kuhne, a Muskie supporter, remarked that something was patently wrong in a situation where the media could choose the winner.

Some of the national news correspondents who have come to New Hampshire this month are uneasy about the game. Yet a consensus seems to be emerging around the magic 50 per cent; it is cited in more and more stories and broadcasts.

"I can see it now," said Lawrence F. O'Brien, the Democratic National Chairman, who was here for a speech. "There will be a lot of moral victory stories out of here."

It is argued by some experts here and elsewhere that the New Hampshire primary has become an anachronism, that 1968 was its last hour in the national sun. Until this year, there was at least a month after the New Hampshire primary before there was voting anywhere else.

The rate, each rank considered, is in size among 30, has never been big enough to exert much influence in the nominating process through its delegates. This year, few people even talk about the delegate races, conceding them to Muskie. The focus is upon the preferential percentages, and what those could mean in other, bigger states.

But in 1972 Florida, Georgia, and Illinois, all far bigger than New Hampshire, will choose their delegates within two weeks of the primary here, and because of the Democratic party reforms, there are far fewer big uncommitted blocs of delegates to be swayed.

For those who will vote in later primaries, there will be results from far more typical states-Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania-to look at. New Hampshire will still draw major media attention because it is first, but the public's attention is likely to be distracted quickly unless something astonishing should happen here. This year, New Hampshire's primary is further flawed by the absence of several major democratic candidates—Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota, Mayor John V. Lindsay of New York, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, and Governor George C. Wallace of Alabama.

Yet the numbers game goes on, at least partly because therein so little else to talk or speculate about.
To catch a thief

Shoplifting is a sordid crime. Much of it is done by people who don't really need the things they steal, and the rest by people who need the merchandise to support their drug habit.

Most of the shoplifting done at the Notre Dame bookstore falls into the first category. No one at this university needs to steal. And from stupidity to laziness, with a wide range of human vices thrown in between.

Shoplifting is sordid, but it is also expensive. Every item that is stolen has to be made up by profits on other things sold. The more items stolen, the more the store has to raise its prices. The more items stolen, the more the store has to invest in expensive security measures.

The Notre Dame bookstore has been plagued with a rash of thefts this past year. None of the students caught had anything resembling a rational reason for their abysmal action. Of the 70 who were nailed, one was suspended, while the others were placed on disciplinary probation.

Dean of Students, Fr. James Riehle, says he's disgusted with the thefts and plans to suspend anyone convicted of stealing from the bookstore in the future.

Riehle's policy is the best way to deal with the problem. A swift crackdown, with half a dozen or so miscreants tossed out on their own ears should solve it quickly. Thievery of this sort is not a complex problem. It is a simple disregard for other people's rights. In this case the other people are students, who will have to make up for the loss caused by the thieves.

Suspension of convicted thieves is the best solution. We applaud Fr. Riehle's vigorous efforts and trust that they will set any potential Fagins on guard.

A place to live

There's a lot of people who are going to be forced off-campus next year, with Notre Dame's co-eds taking over Badin and Walsh. Good off campus housing seems to be at a premium. Added to that is that unfortunate fact that the best of it has already been staked out by those who had been planning to move off campus for some time.

For those who simply want a room but are hesitant to let the university place them in a dorm, there may be a solution. Moreau Seminary, which is owned by the order of Holy Cross, is about half empty. The rooms are singles. The environment is pleasant and it is fairly close to campus. The Holy Cross Order may not be too thrilled about renting out rooms to Notre Dame students. But they are doing it in the case of St. Joseph's hall, which they also own. The Seminary, according to reports, is half empty. The Order could make itself a bit of money renting out those rooms, and, at the same time, give some Notre Dame students a place to live, a place fairly close to campus.

Student Government's Off-Campus office is the logical place to initiate inquiries into the availability of Moreau. We suggest they do it, and do it before students find themselves forced to rent sub-standard housing from South Bend shysters.
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Walsh philt and Gay Lib again  

Letters to the editor

Editor: The following was sent to Fr. K. E. Blantz.

Dear Fr. Blantz,

We, the members of Walsh Hall, seriously question the administration's decision to make Walsh Hall's residence next year. We should be most willing to sacrifice our hall for the good of co-education if we felt that our halls were the best halls on campus (e.g. the facilities of some of the other halls on campus (e.g. the facilities of some of the other halls on campus would require almost no change in our halls). We are convinced that Walsh Hall's facilities do not begin to match the facilities of some of the other halls on campus (e.g. the facilities of some of the other halls on campus (e.g. the facilities of some of the other halls on campus would require almost no change in our halls).

We also question the Administration's failure to include students in the decision-making process. We selected the halls to house women and would appreciate the opportunity to recognize the students request for a co-ed dorm.

And finally, we urge the Administration to cooperate with the student body. We, the members of Walsh Hall, have agreed to displaced students. We would appreciate the opportunity to recognize the students request for a co-ed dorm.

Sincerely,
Greg Hannigan '73

The cartoon of Our Lady of the Dome and the Sacred Heart in mid-campus was an insult to me as out of place as the actions of Indiana 28 percent.

James F. Bullock
423 Cavanaugh Hall

The letter is pertaining to the recent series of letters you've received from me and the homosexual on the Notre Dame campus. Although the facts are not clear, estimates vary from the number of gays and bisexuals on campus having run from five hundred to a thousand — maybe even as low as one percent.

This many people, banding together, might be able to change the complexion of this issue. While I was watching the elections, I would suggest that all the gays contact the South Bend Gay Alliance immediately, and band together in a political movement.

There is a point at which a movement will easily, finds it difficult to make myself visible to others. It means caring more for him (or her), for I agree that loving someone so deeply as deeply as I do, how can I reveal my feelings (any more than my love). Again, my quandry. Loving someone so much, is one possibility, but, like the others questions about the sexual orientation of all students. This is my sincere avowal by joining Gay Lib.

Yours truly,
Gerber Baby Foods

The cartoon of Our Lady of the Dome and the Sacred Heart in mid-campus was an insult to me as out of place as the actions of Indiana 28 percent.

James F. Bullock
423 Cavanaugh Hall

Editor: Regarding Marie Christine Oustre's letter Wednesday, we are privileged to print the following thesis:
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Editor: This letter is pertaining to the recent series of letters you've received from me and the homosexual on the Notre Dame campus. Although the facts are not clear, estimates vary from the number of gays and bisexuals on campus having run from five hundred to a thousand — maybe even as low as one percent.

This many people, banding together, might be able to change the complexion of this issue. While I was watching the elections, I would suggest that all the gays contact the South Bend Gay Alliance immediately, and band together in a political movement.

There is a point at which a movement will easily, finds it difficult to make myself visible to others. It means caring more for him (or her), for I agree that loving someone so deeply as deeply as I do, how can I reveal my feelings (any more than my love). Again, my quandry. Loving someone so much, is one possibility, but, like the others questions about the sexual orientation of all students. This is my sincere avowal by joining Gay Lib.

Yours truly,
Gerber Baby Foods

The cartoon of Our Lady of the Dome and the Sacred Heart in mid-campus was an insult to me as out of place as the actions of Indiana 28 percent.

James F. Bullock
423 Cavanaugh Hall

Editor: Two recent letters relative to the plight of the homosexual have appeared in the Notre Dame student press. I feel that the thoughts of a homosexual, although accepting the facts quite easily, finds it difficult to make himself visible to others. The thought, "I am a man, but my love" tortures me deeply, for I agree that loving someone so deeply as deeply as I do, how can I reveal my feelings (any more than my love). Again, my quandry. Loving someone so much, is one possibility, but, like the others questions about the sexual orientation of all students. This is my sincere avowal by joining Gay Lib.

Yours truly,
Gerber Baby Foods

Editor: In an editorial dated Jan. 28, 1972, and entitled "Millking Saint Dame-8aint Dame," the administration's decision to make Walsh Hall's residence next year. We should be most willing to sacrifice our hall for the good of co-education if we felt that our halls were the best halls on campus (e.g. the facilities of some of the other halls on campus would require almost no change in our halls).

We also question the Administration's failure to include students in the decision-making process. We selected the halls to house women and would appreciate the opportunity to recognize the students request for a co-ed dorm.

And finally, we urge the Administration to cooperate with the student body. We, the members of Walsh Hall, have agreed to displaced students. We would appreciate the opportunity to recognize the students request for a co-ed dorm.

Sincerely,
Greg Hannigan '73

We, the members of Walsh Hall, seriously question the administration's decision to make Walsh Hall's residence next year. We should be most willing to sacrifice our hall for the good of co-education if we felt that our halls were the best halls on campus (e.g. the facilities of some of the other halls on campus would require almost no change in our halls).

We also question the Administration's failure to include students in the decision-making process. We selected the halls to house women and would appreciate the opportunity to recognize the students request for a co-ed dorm.

And finally, we urge the Administration to cooperate with the student body. We, the members of Walsh Hall, have agreed to displaced students. We would appreciate the opportunity to recognize the students request for a co-ed dorm.

Sincerely,
Greg Hannigan '73
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**HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY**

Tiger,
Will you be my tuna-head, Briana? Schmuck

Honey,
Snooty and I still say thank you. Because you are all my dreams come true! Love
Jim

Snow Angel,
I love your beautiful, sensitive mind. 501-snowed

Peggy, we've been of love a little more careful than of everything else. All mine, little more careful than of James because you are all my Snoopy and I still say thank you. Because you are all my Tiger, Peggy, we've been (of love) a Happy Valentine's Day. Will you be my tuna-head, Briana? Schmuck Happy Valentine's Day, Bri Artichoke and Flower

Love,
Phil

Br'er Bear
Br'er Briar patches are sticky places. Castles are better for Valentine's Day. Br'er Rabbit

Lyons love you we love and Flower

To Sue,
Roses are red
Violets are blue of great love ours what can be said except I love you.

Pete

To Tony,
My Bestest, Sweetest Valentine forever

Love
Pete

Third Emerging! Fantastical! Love, Ye Oldie Bargie Inn

Rocky
One of America's great National Pastimes is you know what from you know who ... ain't it fun though?

To: Hon. & Mrs. J.W.K.
Happy 30th Anniversary to the Greatest Parents a son could have.

J.A.K.

Little Porkpie
Breasts are breasts, thighs are thighs, but the thighs of your breasts maketh me thigh

Pericles S. Goose

Happy Valentines Day with love to a very special bussette

2-N
I'll get you in the end

Mr. B

Beinger,
Wishing you love and peace on this special day of the year. I love you very much, David Susie

To Miss Fluff, with love for a fairy tale chickie who brightens the days of a tongued youngster-D

To Professional El-Ed Ap-\n\[\text{Professional Bowler}\

T.H.: You have no right to smile like that 1st born

Redman: yeah!
Yours in Indiana Bell Telephone

Scarlott & Co.

Bottom Bunk, Even with the regolith still, I love you. Happy Valentines Day.

Love, Shorty

To the Temptress: Thank you for the wonder of you

Love, The Prophet

Dearest Valpo Lady: Happy Valentines Day

Jersey

S.S. 
Sunrises, first times, and you love

Happy 14th Your S.W.

Lisa

You really made my beer and pizza taste good.

The Sexy Six
Be my Valentines

Love Dirty Hairly

To Someone Across the road Thank you for writing, sharing, loving Have a Happy Life, SMILE one who cares

My Angel, who has extended warmth, friendship, understanding, and whom, in my own way, I love. Happiness is you. Tom

Deer Brer Bear
Happy Valentines Day. I love you, DUM-DUM T.R.

Long Island's California Dream in my heart, you're second only to "Here comes the Fudge" and Sergio

Your Funny Valentine

To Colonel, Ann, Swan, Rosanne, Opar, Jean, Vicki, Terry, and parked sipper. See you all at the Valentines Day Orgy. Your Sweethearts from Niles P.S. Wear clean undies. Bring your own body

“Meow”: “I don't stop that. Happy Valentine's Day Love, Hog

Salut Sundevel F Grosnes Bises Sally deguntzey, Foyer, sous sol ni-sun-l'autre

Great Possu. You're hand- some, strong, gentle, a good cook and an excellent in bed. Who'd ever guess we're married?

Turnip

NR Please don't stop. Lucky Rats

Margie, Mary Ann, Lori, Cindy.
Pooth's gang in Grace says Happy Valentine's Day

I love you whoever I am and whoever you are, whatever that means, and whenever that means anything at all.

MARY, LET'S BE FOREVER AND MAKE TODAY AND EVERYDAY "KEVY" I LOVE YOU, KEVIN

Happy Valentine's Day Betty, Peggy and Barh. Thanks for making my day a little brighter

Clem

Baby Bear, Arthur's Holy Grail? Search for something sweeter today - Happy Valentine's Day - The Young Cub

Sophomore Engineers
Happy Valentines Day Love, Marianne and Judi

Kathy, Bertha, Paula, Teri, Sue, Ann Marie, Gimmy Lee, Kay, Chris, Greiy, Julie, Kathy, Margie and Marelen. No use this time - I've a wish instead, May cupid bring true - all the dreams in your head. Happy Valentine's day. Love a friend

Stephie-Whiffie-Whiffie-Stephanie
You're a good kid. Happy Valentine's Day from a Badin exile.

To the Observer Editorial Board:
This one was a newcomer named Glen, Oh seen with his saucy hon, As for he and his trainer, As to whom is innser, Neither worth even one. Happy V.D. Grins

Liebe CHARLIE BROWN:
1=Ta<ein mein Blut in Wailing. (Du weisst, was ich meine?!)
Das kleine rot - hasseig Madeleine

Somenemoen: Am Ende ist die Liebe, die man meinen, so gleich wirt die Liebe, die man macht - kookie

Celine
You were right I did forget your number. Laugh? (signed) Miserable Walsh hall dancer partner. (still Looking)

Paula
Funny fantasies are never so good as old-time romance where the Hero has a heroine who has long blonde braids. On this day I send you my Love, Hoping to see you again Because even in heaven They don't sing all the time. Love, Scott

Little Mike
Have a great Valentine's Day! PEACH! X0

Meg
You're all the Florida Sun-shine I need Valentine! Hubby

Linda,
See how big the sky is! Wow

Mark

De-Do

Thanks for ships, koalas, you RSM and it well

To: A five foot one inch green- eyed, Brown-haired mopper: From: A guy who's sweet, Innocent, and adorable.

H.B. Valentine
Since we saw the light, we've only just begun. Betting the ranch on it.

H.S. and J.H.

Susan, I've seen fire and I've seen rain, but...

Mary

Affectationally

Unconditional love, too. A dirty Protestant

"Makushla"

Happy Birthday
Your love is wondrous. But keep the lid on your ID.
Chavez selected Demo delegate

(c) New York Times
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 13—When Anna Chavez was seven, her family moved here from Mexico, and a little girl was often confused. “Our first home was in the projects, and they were all painted the same,” she remembered. “I’ll walk out the front door and get lost—it happened several times.”

Now Miss Chavez knows her way around. Yesterday she was appointed as a delegate to the Democratic Convention in Miami Beach next July.

For the first time in the state to complete its selection process, and the state convention chose Miss Chavez as one of six delegates pledged to Mayor John Lindsay. Sen. Edmund S. Muskie won nine of the state’s 25 votes. Sen. George McGovern captured five, and five are uncommitted.

Miss Chavez symbolizes the voices that are demanding to be heard. You saw Democrats’ new reform procedures for selecting delegates. Of the 48 delegates and alternates picked here yesterday, 18 were women, 14 were chicanos, and 19 were under 30.

There was even some grumbling that middle-aged white males were under-represented.

One of eight children, Miss Chavez was born in Nogales just across the border from Arizona. Her father, a copper miner, died young, and her mother, a domestic worker, decided that her children would have better educational opportunities in the United States. She and two older boys had to drop out of high school to support the family, and Anna had trouble adjusting. “I went to a catholic school for a year,” she recalled, “and the first rule was not to speak Spanish. I’m not the kind to keep quiet very long, and whenever I spoke, I spoke in Spanish, so I spent a lot of time sitting in front of the blackboard with horns on my head, being punished.”

Now an educational specialist for a community service organization, Miss Chavez feels that most American schools destroy young Chicanos. “They keep making us feel the difference between us and them, but they never make us feel that the difference was good,” she said. “We always fell inferior.”

Miss Chavez registered and worked in the campaign of the young chicono running for the school board. When she was approached recently by some chicoano activists to run for delegate to the state Democratic Convention, she did not know what they were talking about, but she agreed. Once she was involved, she found it exhilarating. “We got people involved who have never been involved in politics before, like my family,” she said.

Here’s to many more Apple Scruffa, candlelit dances, and beautiful summer together.

Love,
Debbie

Happy Valentine’s Day Table. From an egg who cares.

James Gang

Happy Valentine’s Day

To my gentleman lover
Happy Valentine’s Day
Your lady love.

Kathy

I’d be around .. .if you like
Joe

If you only have love, you can melt all the guns and then give the new world To our daughters and sons.

To my gentleman lover
Happy Valentines Day
Your lady love.

Mark

---

George—need it...

Love,

Denny

Frank

Happy Valentine’s Day
Love,

Deer Tess
Let’s spend Valentine’s in the woods
Da’ Grit

“OO” wishes Pam and Barb a Happy Valentine’s Love,

Amanda

May 7 months turn into 70 years
Happy Valentine’s Day T.S.

Happy

MCABRRVY
PSATTORHIBERIA

Dirty Jack
Happy Valentine’s day and may the bird of Buffalo Crap on your beard
ARFRK5MP

---

C.I.L.A. SLIDE SHOW
Tuesday, February 15
7:30
Auditorium: Architecture Building
Come to hear of last summer’s project
Wisconsin cagers top Irish twice

by Jim Donaldson
Sports Editor

Madison, Wis.—Notre Dame's hockey team found out once
again why the Wisconsin Badgers are a tough bunch to defeat.
A pair of games to the
Big Red over the weekend in Madison.

The Badgers scrambled past the Irish 6-5 Friday night and won
2-1 Saturday, taking a pair of games to the
Irish 6-4 Friday night and won
the Irish to an upset victory. The

The Irish again Saturday and, after a tight first period,

Wisconsin had beaten Notre Dame twice by 5-3 scores at the
AC.

The wins left the Badgers atop the WCHA leaderboards.
Wisconsin goalie, Jim Makey.

The Irish defense hasn't been

The losses extended Notre
Dame's losing streak to 14 games.
Wisconsin goalie, Jim Makey.
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Wrestlers defeat Findlay, Akron

by Vic Dover

The Notre Dame basketball team defeated DePaul, 85-79, Saturday afternoon, and the win came as something of a milestone for the Irish cage squad.

It was more than their fifth win of the season. Saturday's game was the first home triumph for the ND team in more than two months—since December 6—and the Irish were able to win it by taking advantage of a strong second half.

"The best in the locker room did it," joked assistant coach Frank McLaughlin. "It was around 106 degrees, and we came in here at halftime, so we had everybody's 6-8 fans saunas baths before going back out for the second half."

The "steaming" locker room might have had something to do with it, but the hot shot. Gary Novak and Tom O'Mara probably made a greater difference. Novak, who was high point man for the game with 34 points, and O'Mara, who finished with 27, scored 18 and 17 points respectively in the second period.

By now, the game had finished with a 494 percentage from the field, and we came across the range. A spell of 15 minutes into the second half, the game dropped ND into an 11-3 deficit. The Irish battled back to tie the score at 18 on a basket by Novak, but the Blue Demons— who dominated the boards during the early going—quickly ran the score to 29-20.

But this was to DePaul's largest lead of the contest. O'Mara hit three field goals in little more than half a minute to cut DePaul's margin to two at 2-19, and the teams traded scores for the rest of the half. Willie Townsend moved the Irish to within one when he dropped in a pair of free throws just three seconds before intermission.

"We came out and worked in the second half," said Irish coach Digger Phelps. "We didn't want to throw the ball away, and we were playing more as a team. We weren't standing around much as out."

Willie Townsend's steal-and- score off the press two minutes into the second half gave the Irish their first lead of the game, 43-42, and Tom O'Mara scored a minute later to give ND the lead for good, 44-44. The Blue Demons were able to pull within one on several occasions after this, but they never came any closer.

Notre Dame—and the Townsend brothers in particular—erased DePaul's advantage on the boards during the second half. They pulled down 17 rebounds during the second half, while Mike grabbed 11, while Gary Novak chipped in with 12 more.

Notre Dame and the Townsend brothers in particular—erased DePaul's advantage on the boards during the second half. They pulled down 17 rebounds during the second half, while Mike grabbed 11, while Gary Novak chipped in with 12 more.

ND frosh edged, 71-70

by Joe Passiatore

Notre Dame's freshmen basketball team tried to match victory from the jaws of defeat against DePaul Saturday afternoon, however, their late flurry was not enough to offset the listless manner in which they played the opening moments of each half.

DePaul, which entered the game with an 18-1 record, was hardly as awesome as their recent career victory over Bob Devittinis. Both men matched deuces in the opening moments, and Novak quickly got his man down after a feed from Clay Brokaw for a 1-0 lead in the first two minutes and then had to contend with Pukas' driving downcourt for a 5-1 lead.

Mike Fanning frosted it with another pin, this one coming in 2:47, as he outcut DePaul's George Harkness for a 5-2 lead, and then came the Fannings' 19th season, seventeen of them during by pins. Both are Irish records.
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Walsh and Badin seen as girls' residence dorms

It's even more fun to imagine it at three o'clock in the morning while climbing down in a nightgown. Could be a once-in-a-lifetime experience; as a matter of fact, it probably would be a once-in-a-lifetime experience. The same applies to Walsh's escape fro a fire escape.

The electrical wiring in the halls has been recently improved and seems sufficient. However, room and hall lighting is in sad shape.

The room sinks are great an-

toop; trouble is, they must be used, not just looked at. The mirrors are a joke for putting a make-up

Heating is controlled from above or below, so that is standard, but radiator guards are a sure thought.

All bathrooms need better lighting, shelves, sinks, frosted windows and a general cleaning.

This is obviously a top priority concern.

A Lack of Furniture

Most of the rooms visited (to all butlered residents a big thanks) had ample furniture and decorations. The catch however, is that all furniture (excluding bunkbeds and desks) is privately owned. Here's hoping the University can hunt up dressers, lamps, curtains, chairs and maybe some shelving. These things go a long way towards making a room coherent.

The room variety is good, but the structuring is conducive to lounge space and very little bedroom space. It will probably be up to the girls to rearrange their rooms as they see fit. Lots of links moving those walls around.

But Will It Cluck?

Minneapolis, (NYT)-- A research technician for General Mills, Inc., has in-

vented a simulated egg that approximates a boiled, poached or fried hen's egg.

Patent 3,600,732, which was awarded this week to Ernest W. Jackson, says the product may be mixed with other materials in a salad or eaten as is, for breakfast. It is still un-

developing laboratory tests and so far has not reached the supermarket.

The white part of the simulated egg may be made from water, vegetable oil, a gel form-

ing material and a gel setting agent. The yolk part may be made from similar materials with the addition of coloring matter. The appropriate shape may be im-

ported molding.

The company had no immediate an-

nouncement on production.

To be done to Walsh and Badin is anybody's guess right now.

Personally, I'd be prepared for the worst and hoping for the best.

Student Financial Aid

New and Renewals For 1972-1973

Application Deadline: May 1, 1972

Parents Confidential Statement To Be Filled by April 1, 1972

Pick up forms now Office of Financial Aid Room 111 Administration Building

CLASSIFIED ADS

SMORGASBORD
Every Monday 5-9 pm
$1.25 All you can eat

Every Wednesday evening
$1.00 PITCHER NIGHT
AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Every Friday night
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Every Saturday night
POLKA BAND-DANCING

Open Weekdays 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
LAUREL & HARDY PIZZA PALACE
4410 Western Ave. Bellville Shopping Center
Phone 289-7983

WANTED

POETRY WANTED for An-

nual Student Literary Maga-

zine. Deadline: the end of the

semester, February 15. Write: James Nelson, c/o Ollie, 916 2nd St.

POLKA BAND-DANCING

May 7, 9 p.m.

Participate in a real Polka Band on the campus stage. Be part of the entertainment at the Annual Student Talent Show. Band members needed. Call 232-9007.

LAUREL & HARDY PIZZA PALACE

4410 Western Ave., Bellville Shopping Center
Phone: 289-7983

SMORGASBORD

Every Monday 5-9 pm

$1.25 All you can eat

Every Wednesday evening

$1.00 PITCHER NIGHT
AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Every Friday night
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Every Saturday night

POLKA BAND-DANCING

Open Weekdays 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
LAUREL & HARDY PIZZA PALACE
4410 Western Ave. Bellville Shopping Center
Phone 289-7983

Have you heard that
"All life insurance companies are alike"

Don't you believe it!

Are all football teams alike?
Are all colleges alike?
Are all dates alike?

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE - - - - -

a tremendous difference in what you get for your money. Its that kind of difference worth knowing about! Get the facts, not a snow job, by calling

Campus Representatives

Mike Baumgartner - 232-0649
Ralph Holewinski - 289-6100
Kevin Hoene - 283-3543

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE-MILWAUKEE
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